The integrated use of optical technologies for patient monitoring is addressed in the framework of time-resolved treatment delivery for scanned ion beam therapy. A software application has been designed to provide the therapy control system (TCS) with a continuous geometrical feedback by processing the external surrogates tridimensional data, detected in real-time via optical tracking. Conventional procedures for phase-based respiratory phase detection were implemented, as well as the interface to patient specific correlation models, in order to estimate internal tumor motion from surface markers. In this paper, particular attention is dedicated to the quantification of time delays resulting from system integration and its compensation by means of polynomial interpolation in the time domain. Dedicated tests to assess the separate delay contributions due to optical signal processing, digital data transfer to the TCS and passive beam energy modulation actuation have been performed. We 
Introduction
Intra-fractionally moving targets represent approximately 17% of diagnosed cancer malignancies in USA (1) . Among them, non-metastatic solid tumors such as lung and pancreas lesions represent a potentially eligible population for ion beam therapy, for which current limitations in motion compensated delivery hinder actual clinical application. The ability to overcome such limitations may contribute to improve the cost-benefit ratio of particle therapy facilities in upcoming years, with potential benefits in terms of local tumor control for patients with poor prognosis (2) (3) (4) (5) .
As a matter of fact, despite the noteworthy research efforts to handle motion-induced uncertainties in treatment plan optimization (6) and delivery (7) (8) (9) , the effective clinical treatment of moving lesions with active beam scanning is still a challenge (10) (11) . The main reason is the need to deal with deviations in the motion patterns at the treatment time with respect to the treatment planning dataset, as resulting from the patient specific inter-and intra-fraction variability. In this perspective, accurate in-room motion monitoring, featuring quasi real-time target motion assessment is mandatory in order to check whether the treatment planning 4DCT imaging conditions are maintained to deliver a time-resolved treatment plan (12) (13) (14) (15) . Different motion mitigation techniques have been proposed over the years, depending on the available dose delivery and on the expected patterns of target motion. In-room motion monitoring systems are intended to play a key role during treatment, providing the therapy control system (TCS) with the gating signal (8, (16) (17) (18) , as well as the real-time tumor position for beam tracking (9, (19) (20) (21) .
Approaches to direct tumor motion observation relying on on-line imaging have been recently described (22) (23) (24) (25) . However, the additional dose delivered to the patient limits usage of continuous in-room imaging for long-term patient surveillance. On the other hand, non-ionizing technologies, which allow for high-frequency motion monitoring, typically provide breathing surrogate signals instead of direct tumor position. This is the case of devices such as video-based system (Varian RPM), elastometers (Anzai Belt), infrared localizers or laser distantiometers (26) (27) (28) . Recently, the combined use of devices for monitoring surface surrogates and patientspecific modeling for external-internal correlation estimation, as trained by periodic image acquisition during treatment, has been proposed as the optimal trade off in terms of accuracy and frame rate ( Figure 1 ) (29, 30) . This technique has been applied clinically since the early 2000s in conventional X-ray radiotherapy, where the uncertainties in dose deposition due to motion are less restrictive (31) . From a technical standpoint, the heterogeneous nature of in-room imaging systems in particle therapy facilities, as well as the strict tolerance margins in dose painting, make the transfer of the technological know-how from image guided photon therapy to scanned ion beams hard to achieve. The real-time integration of information coming from different motion monitoring and imaging systems in the treatment room represents a necessary requirement for the implementation of any motion-correlated or motion-compensated irradiation strategy. Such integration embodies the technological and methodological framework for the development and experimental validation of patientspecific correlation models to be used for motion compensated treatments.
In this work we present the implementation, commissioning and experimental testing of a dedicated technical platform to assess and communicate real-time motion signals to a TCS for tumor tracking in active scanning ion beam therapy. The design is specifically suitable for beam tracking, where compensation methods for beam steering and energy adaptation feature a different reaction time (32) . The system is validated integrating a real-time infrared (IR) optical tracking system (OTS) with the GSI (Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung) TCS for scanned ion beam therapy of moving targets, aiming at effective motion mitigation in free breathing. We describe a phantom study designed to assess the technical performance in a nearly clinical scenario, providing the TCS alternatively with real-time information on the motion phase (MPh) or the 3D position of the moving target. While the benchmark of correlation models has been already presented elsewhere (33), here we focus on the technical performance assessment and system commissioning that were addressed in experimental trials for the quantification of specific contributions to the dose delivery reaction delay. 
Materials & Methods
Time-resolved treatment planning includes the overall set of pre-calculated dose delivery settings to be applied at each irradiation spot, as a function of actual observed patient geometry. This, under the assumption of target motion repeatability, is typically handled by sampling tumor motion in a defined reduced number of bins/phases, to be detected during treatment by in-room monitoring systems. When focusing on beam tracking, it is mandatory to account for the different reaction time required for (i) beam deflection according to motion and (ii) energy adaptation as a function of the variable tissue density along the beam path.
In the following we detail systems setup activities towards a MPh based treatment delivery, as well as the usage of continuous target position for lateral beam deflection in the perspective of time resolved delivery relying on internal/external correlation models. In the proposed phantom study, optical technologies have been exploited for both external and target surrogates tracking. In such a way we tested the capability of the system independently of X-ray in-room image acquisition and real-time processing, which are required for target delineation at treatment time.
The Optical Tracking System
The general-purpose point-based infrared OTS SMART-DX100 (BTS-Bioengineering, Garbagnate Milanese, Italy) was used as motion detection platform. This is a commercial off-the-shelf solution for infrared motion capture, which was configured with three Tele-Video Camera (TVC) in our study setup. The system is designed for human movement analysis and provides tools for 3D reconstruction of IR-reflective coated spherical markers at nominal 100 Hz frame rate. The preliminary calibration procedure involves user interaction and takes about 15 min, resulting in sub-millimetric reconstruction accuracy in a cubic meter working volume (34) . The in-room calibration procedure relying on a qualified calibration phantom was developed to map three-dimensional optical data in a room coordinates system (RCS). We used the BrainLab (BrainLAB AG, Feldkirchen, Germany) phantom, which is specifically designed to be manually aligned to the room iso-centric lasers and is fitted with a set of OTS compatible markers in known position with respect to the phantom geometrical center. The mapping matrix is calculated by rigidly registering the nominal coordinates and the in-room acquired phantom markers by means of singular values decomposition least square optimization (35) . The point correspondence is achieved with a pre-optimization step designed for data sorting, by means of principal components analysis projection of both dataset, providing nearest neighborhood marker labeling prior to the optimization function.
A dedicated software application handles the optical real-time data flow, ensuring a continuous time resolved geometrical feedback to the TCS during the whole treatment delivery. The network UDP datagram protocol has been adopted for OTS/TCS data transfer. The information for beam in-plane correction and energy modulation is then made available for the beam tracking unit (BTU) by shared memory, via a dedicated interface routine, since multiple motion monitoring devices and protocols are supported by the core-program of the TCS.
Data Processing
The implemented system is designed to provide a geometrical feedback to the TCS at user-defined frequency during treatment delivery. Markers in free motion are tracked by labeling the raw OTS data with respect to the patientspecific model. The pre-requisite is that a configuration of radio-opaque, IR-reflective markers is fitted to the patient (or to the phantom in our case) during the treatment planning CT scan acquisition. The position of surface fiducials detected in the CT and expressed in the imaging reference system, represents the reference treatment geometry (34) . In order to ensure the correct tracking of visible markers over time, the point-based patient model is continuously updated during the acquisition. The nominal model, which is initially loaded for positioning purposes, is actualized at each frame by proximity-based marker matching. The Euclidean 3D distance is considered as metric and the nearest neighbor is found by means of a brute force searching algorithm, which cycles over all markers in the scene and searches for the nearest fiducials on the model under a pre-defined 3D distance threshold.
In order to ensure accurate real-time feedback, the data retrieval and frame processing procedures are executed in parallel with appropriate priority. In particular, the latest 5 available frames define the time-span for interpolation, with fitting coefficients update at each incoming frame. Frames interpolation is performed on single marker coordinates, as stored in the buffered frames, by least square fitting with linear polynomial curves. A real-time priority thread, running at user defined frequency, extrapolates a virtual frame from the real frames interpolation, which is then considered for further processing and feedback to TCS. Moreover, time prediction can be performed separately on each marker coordinates, to form the t 1 ∆t virtual frame, where ∆t is the requested prediction ahead to be considered. This implementation allows the user to define a specific time prediction for MPh signal and 3D correction vector, in order to compensate for additional delays in data communication and specific dose delivery systems reaction times for lateral and range beam modulation. Beside the MPh detection, current implementation includes two correlation models designed for tumor tracking in scanned ion therapy. A computationally lightweight approach such as a space state model allows for real-time training and frame processing in the main routine (29) . Otherwise, models that include demanding training functions are required to run on a separate hardware to avoid affecting the data acquisition frame rate. This is the case of the neural network model, which features a mirrored implementation on the OTS workstation and a dedicated training machine. Frames comprehensive of external surrogates and target position are sparsely made available to the selected model and considered for performance benchmark. If the error is above a pre-defined threshold, a number of frames are collected and provided to the training machine by network file sharing, as described by Seregni et al. (33) . While the model is being trained, the TCS is alternatively provided with a beam pause signal or the output of the currently running model.
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Experimental Setup and Measurement of System Delays
The above described OTS and related application was interfaced to the environment featuring 4D compliant TCS (20, 36) and treatment planning system (TPS) available at GSI (6, 37) . The present dose delivery system is extensively described in previous studies in terms of accuracy, speed and dosimetric aspects (7, 32, 36) . Dedicated tests to assess the separate delay contributions due to OTS processing, UDP data transfer and wedge range shifter acceleration were performed ( Figure 3) . The requirements for optical frames processing and digital communication time were quantified by benchmarking the use of the OTS motion monitoring system with the OD100-35P840 real-time (1 KHz sampling rate) laser distantiometer (SICK AG, Waldkirch, Germany). A sliding table in sinusoidal motion ( Figure 3 ) with a 3 sec period was tracked relying on both systems for comparison. According to Saito et al. (38) the voltage signal encoding for the laser measured distance is digitalized and provided to the TCS by the analog to digital converter (Model VMOD-12E16, Janz Computer AG, Germany). The dephasing over signals resulting from the coupled OTS-Laser observation of sliding table motion was considered as a measure of the time lag introduced by the OTS frames processing and the digital communication to the TCS. For data analysis purposes, the experimental asynchronous optical and laser data series were resampled at a given constant sampling rate (1 KHz) with cubic spline interpolation and filtered for signal smoothing. We considered a 20th order normalized low-pass FIR filter at 2E-6 cut-off frequency, followed by a zero-phase forward digital IIR filter. The phase difference estimation was based on FFT calculation of the two signals. Linear interpolation was applied in the frequency domain in order to identify the phase in correspondence of the nominal frequency for each signal and the difference was considered as dephasing measurement. The relationship between the imposed time prediction and the effective measured delay was investigated in five experimental trials with different tracking forward time prediction equal to 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 msec. Once available at the TCS level, the lateral components of the correction vector are actuated in millisecond time scale by lateral beam deflection (32); conversely, the ion beam range modulation required further investigation as a function of the specific treatment plan considered for the subsequent dosimetric study. The delay introduced by the movement of the wedge filter was quantified by a similar setup with the sliding table described above. For this particular experiment, an IRreflective marker was mounted on the wedge and optically tracked. The periodic table motion was considered as input for the detection of 10 MPh, evenly spaced in amplitude, so that measurements up to 9 mm water equivalent path length were performed in steps of 1 mm. The mean time elapsed from the detected MPh change and the optically observed wedge actuation was considered as the time required for beam range modulation. This value was calculated by identifying the wedge actuation through sudden variations in the wedge surrogate position over time. The total time subtracted by the already estimated OTS processing and communication time requirements was considered as the mean wedge reaction time for 1 and 9 mm WE ion beam range compensation.
Signal Time Prediction Accuracy
The additional uncertainty affecting the three-dimensional optical measurement, due to interpolation and time prediction was quantified in a phantom study. The setup was representative of a nearly clinical scenario and relied on the GSI manufactured anthropomorphic breathing phantom, featuring synchronized motion of an internal target, which mimics a lung lesion and a torso model (Figure 4) (39) . We considered the time-labeled 3D data belonging to the target surrogate moved along an ellipsoidal trajectory with 10 and 5 mm peak-to-peak amplitude in the (x, y) plane and 10 mm range along the beam eye view direction. 
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The OTS observed target position signal, shifted in time by optimized prediction according to the outcomes of the above described performance study (Cfr. Experimental setup and measurement of system delays) was considered as the reference signal. Real time fiducial reconstruction uncertainties were calculated as the difference between the reference time-compensated motion trajectory and OTS data, with and without polynomial time prediction. The raw OTS dataset sampling rate was considered as time grid for signal interpolation, thus providing a time consistent set of overlaid signals. Root mean square error and inter-quartile range of signals differences distribution were quantified as a measure of uncertainties affecting beam tracking signals flowing from the OTS to the TCS.
Phantom Irradiation
The capabilities of the implemented motion monitoring framework were assessed in a phantom study, designed to compare the delivery of time-resolved treatment plan and the static irradiation by comparing the readout of 16 ionization chambers embedded in the lung lesion of the phantom. We fitted the thorax phantom described above with a configuration of 5 fiducials (2 apical, 3 proximal), 3 additional landmarks were placed on the supporting framework. The planning 4 DCT was acquired as a series of static CT pausing the phantom motion at known time intervals. The dataset comprehensive of 8 MPh feature 0.7 mm in-plane pixel spacing and 3 mm slice thickness. Radiopaque surface fiducials were automatically localized in the CT image (34) and mapped in the RCS following a frameless stereotactic approach (40) . The 4D treatment plan was optimized (37, 41) by considering 1 Gy homogeneous dose deposition in a 35 mm side cubic PTV, enlarged through a total isotropic contour extension of 0.7 mm. Considering the 6 mm beam FWHM, this resulted in an effective overlap between the phantom pinpoint holder (5 cm side) and the PTV volume (4.2 cm side).
The experimentally calculated amount of forward prediction for compensating OTS processing and data communication to TCS was applied to all tracked surrogates in the scene. The MPh signal provided to the range modulation filter underwent an additional prediction equal to the time required for the MPh change duration, as measured in the performance study setup (Cfr. Experimental setup and measurement of system delays).
The integrated OTS-TCS system was tested under two modalities, which differed in the content of the feedback provided to the TCS:
• MPh based strategy: a fully LUT based approach providing the TCS with two MPhs signals, with different time prediction, for lateral and depth corrections. At treatment the experimental phantom setup allowed the OTS to track continuously a surrogate marker fixed on the target. The directly observed target coordinates expressed in the RCS were sent to the TCS for continuous lateral compensation; the MPh signal encoding was used for beam depth compensation as in the previous experimental condition.
The ionisation chamber based dose measurements resulting from a preliminary static irradiation experiment without phantom motion were considered as reference for the evaluation of the dosimetric effect of 4D treatment delivery.
Results
Experimental Setup and Measurement of System Delays
The experimental data points of measured OTS-Laser signals dephasing at different time prediction were linearly fitted featuring R 2 5 0.98. The trend line was considered for the extrapolation of the prediction time, allowing for a theoretical zero-delay systems interaction ( Figure 5 ). The analysis reported 14.61 ms delay, which was selected as the optimal value to be set in the tracking application for prediction.
The wedge performance study lasted 79.4 sec and allowed for data log acquisition comprehensive of 27 and 243 measurements for 9 and 1 mm WE compensation, respectively. The mean wedge filter actuation time, subtracted by the bias due to OTS processing and communication time is equal to 27.43  7.51 ms for each MPh step (1 mm WE) and 34.1  6.29 ms for the larger compensation (9 mm WE). No data loss was observed in the UDP communication and 100% data transfer was reported by the TCS reader.
Signal Time Prediction Accuracy
About 10 min acquisition generated an error distribution with a [0.06, 0.18 mm] 25th-75th inter quartile range (IQR), ( Figure 6 right panel) . The corresponding RMS values were 0.05 and 0.1 mm for time predicted and non-predicted signals, respectively.
In the lower left panel of Figure 6 we report the error distribution as a function of time over two breathing cycles, providing a visual representation of the relationship between the error distribution and the observed motion trace.
Phantom Irradiation
Percentual dose difference measurements have been tested for normality by means of single sample KolmogorovSmirnov test. The null hypothesis of data normality has been rejected within 1% confidence on both interplay (ks-statistic: 0.5432; p-value: 5.9581e-05) and MPhT (ks-statistic: 0.4819; p-value: 6.0971e-04) approaches. Conversely, direct target observation measurements exhibited a standard normal distribution (ks-statistic: 0.2765, p-value: 0.1423). Therefore, for comparison purposes, a description of delivered dose is provided as median percentual dose deviation with respect to the static irradiation. The difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles is reported as in index of the dose degradation in target coverage (Table I ). The overall picture of dosimetric measurements is depicted in Figure 7 , that reports the box plot of the dose differences on all ionization chambers for each experimental condition. 
Discussion
A technical framework for optically driven 4D treatment delivery was tested in the framework of scanned ion beam therapy. The results of the experimental commissioning of dedicated procedural and technological solutions for IR motion monitoring and real-time communication to the beam tracking system were reported. The overall set of technologies and methods was optimized to achieve real-time breathing motion compensation and fast communication to the delivery machine. A stand-alone application exploiting the real-time 3D data flow coming from the OTS was implemented, providing procedures for system setup in the treatment bunker and real-time elaboration of motion tracking information. The integrated system latencies and communication delays were quantified both for lateral and depth motion compensation. Two different motion compensation strategies, i.e. MPh based correction and continuous target tracking, were experimentally assessed, providing dosimetric results.
Accurate patient alignment is the preliminary requirement towards the accurate delivery of the treatment plan and in-room treatment geometry consistency. Errors in patient setup can severely affect the overall quality of the treatment, particularly in case of time-resolved treatments, which requires an agreement between treatment plan and irradiation geometry over the complete breathing cycle. In our study, the landmarks on the phantom thorax surface have been considered for in-room registration in a frameless stereotactic approach. The consistency of breathing motion between treatment planning and dose delivery was ensured by the phantom motion repeatability, whereas in clinical practice the synchronization of imaging devices with the patient breathing cycle is crucial. The detailed platform, feeding the imaging system with information about observed motion, can potentially trigger the acquisition to correlate image data with patient breathing motion. Such a correlated dataset can be used to build a proper correlation model between external surface motion and the internal target trajectory, or to check the performance of an existing model based on prior knowledge (such as the treatment planning 4D CT or a previous imaging session). The described approach is similar to what is currently implemented in commercial systems applied in conventional photon radiotherapy, providing a quantitative method to check inter-and intra-fraction variations in the breathing pattern, aiming at the maximal accuracy in dose delivery.
Concerning the motion capture, it is worth considering that time interpolation at a fixed sampling rate was required, due to the intrinsic variability of the optical frame processing over long time acquisitions. Our implementation allowed us to count on a stable motion data communication at 100 Hz, which was obtained from a 50 Hz OTS acquisition.
The interpolated data stream could be handled adequately by the UDP communication and resulted in a 100% OTS/TCS data transfer. This yields appropriate time resolution in the geometrical feedback to TCS, compared to a raster scanning speed of 10 ms between adjacent irradiation points.
OTS processing and communication delays were faced by time prediction relying on polynomial data fitting. The quality of the implemented prediction strategy depends on (i) the observed motion and (ii) the size of the required forward estimation in time. The component of the normal breathing signal spectrum to be considered is the respiration fundamental frequency, which is about 0.3 Hz in normal breathers. The OTS high sampling rate allows for signal prediction in a neighborhood of the interpolator as reported in the corresponding benchmark study (Cfr. Signal time prediction accuracy). The comparison of error distributions of time compensated and uncompensated signals with respect to the reference data showed that the time-compensated signal exhibited minimal discrepancies in rising and falling edges, with a slight increased error in peaks detection due to the 5 samples history used for time prediction. As a matter of fact, the need to collect adequate data history for time interpolation is a potential source of dephasing in case of high frequency signal variations within the buffered data. Such an effect is expected to be minimal for the prediction of normal breathing induced motion, whereas sudden changes (such as patient coughing) should be treated carefully in motion compensation strategies. The implemented framework allows setting geometrical constraints on the observed motion and reacting immediately to unexpected situations by pausing the beam through RF knockout.
The different technological implementation for lateral and depth beam adjustment, featuring different reaction times, required specific time prediction on the signals provided to the TCS. Dedicated tests were performed aiming at the tuning of predictors parameters for the optimal compensation of OTS processing and digital communication time. Additional time prediction was applied for depth compensation, in order to account for the time required for passive filter actuation for beam energy modulation. The proposed approach for signal comparison relying on dephasing analysis provided accurate OTS delay quantification. This allowed us to characterize the relationship between the requested and actually obtained prediction, retrieving the zero-delays prediction beyond the intrinsic resolution of the measurement devices. It should be noted that the effect of not considering the 14.61 ms forward prediction would be sub-millimetric 3D discrepancies, as shown in the Signal time prediction accuracy section. Nonetheless, the comparable duration of each raster point irradiation (10 ms spot duration) would result in visible interplay effects (38) on the deposited dose, which prompted us to consider prediction errors very carefully. The use of a single marker for the determination of the respiratory phase is a simplified approach allowed by the particular setup, characterized by a remarkable repeatability in the thorax motion (39) . This allows for a robust MPh classification considering the proximal surrogate, i.e. the one featuring the widest range of motion. However, the implemented framework could be easily extended to the use of more complex strategies based on multiple surface landmarks analysis, as described by Gianoli et al. (42) .
In our study, the phantom accurate periodical motion ensured optimal setup consistency with the treatment plan over time. In light of future clinical applications, target motion time-invariance assumptions should be verified performing breath-by-breath check of patient respiration period consistency with respect to nominal value. The complementary amplitude-based analysis of motion repeatability implies even further stricter positioning requirements and the definition of clinically reasonable criteria of tolerance margins, which is beyond the scope of the reported study. Deviations from the 'average' motion captured in the treatment planning 4DCT image are critical in particle therapy, where real time plan adaptation is hard to achieve. Particular focus should be addressed to deformations and rotations that will result in dose inhomogeneities despite beam tracking (43) . Treatment delivery in presence of breathing irregularities has been tested in Seregni et al. (33) , relying on the same experimental setup described in this work. Results in presence of baseline drift and phase shift in the target motion show residuals few percent mean dose deviation with respect to static irradiation, when compensated by beam tracking without specific treatment plan adaptation.
The implementation fulfills the technological requirements of up-to-date 4D treatment delivery environment. Target positional information coming from in-room acquisition systems are processed to obtain an accurate time-resolved geometrical feedback. The system is compliant for beam tracking, providing continuous target position as estimated by correlation models, as well as for gated approaches, featuring tools for breathing motion discretization in separate phases (44) . Reduced median dosimetric deviation of direct target optical tracking with respect to static irradiation (20.3%) with narrow IQR 2.3% are reported. These latter represent an experimental verification of the described framework and quantify the bias introduced by the beam tracking approach in motion compensation. Moreover the impact of MPh based discretization of lateral target motion was compared with direct target observation measurements ( Figure 7 ). The decrease in dosimetric homogeneity (IQR: 9.3%) implies further investigation for the clinical feasibility of full motion-phase based compensation, with potentially not negligible dosimetric deviations with respect to in-plane direct target tracking.
Conclusion
A general framework for real time motion tracking in active scanning carbon ion beam therapy has been designed and experimentally validated in a phantom study within the particle therapy workflow for the treatment of moving targets. A custom breathing phantom capable to mimic breathing motion and to simulate an internal moving target was used for the experimental assessment of optically-driven beam tracking with a scanned carbon ion beam. The reported dosimetric results confirm the feasibility of the implemented strategy towards 4D treatment delivery, with expected notable improvement in dose deposition with respect to the noncompensated strategy and few percent residual deviations with respect to static irradiation. The framework has been designed to fulfill the technical specifications of up-to-date motion monitoring system and correlation models.
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